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Pool-Grabber features
* Electro optical system detecting in a narrow area just over pool bottom

* Insensitive to surface activities and swimmers in bottom sensing operation

* Several levels of operation for bottom only alarm to surface alarms

* Insensitive to inflatable toys at surface in surface operation but it sense swimmers

* Easy operation and low education demand for operators and guests

* Optical alarm lamp and siren when there is an incident

* Monitor gives a camera view of what caused the alarm

* Remote operation possible in larger multi pool areas and well as optional LAN and PC interfaces

* Mobile life saverunit operating in a larger area

Pool-Grabber is a security system to detect people on the bottom of swimming pools  or if preferred

close to surface or at booth levels. It is specially designed to sense in a narrow area to detect people

who are laying at the pool bottom. When something has been here for a preset time the electro optical

detector send an alarm that there is an incident. Normally the system operates in the deeper areas

where people normally do not walk on the pool bottom. Drowning people do often sink and then they are

detected when they cut the sensing rays of the detector. It can also have a surface level of operation

detecting when someone is in the pool. Then it do not sense light floating objects like toys in the pool.

The two level operation is possible and operator can select what shall give the alarm.

In crowded pools it is difficult to see what is happening under the surface and there has been tragical

accidents with children. Pool-Grabber is designed to reduce this problem in a simple way

Pool-Grabber is based on a special underwater camera and detector unit. It sense only what blocks a

horizontal sensing area. If something pass through the variations are detected and at a preset time an

alarm is activated. The alarm tell others in the area there is an incident. The submerged camera shows

the incident in a sub sea view. This makes it possible to see if this is an urgent matter or just something

else in the pool.

Pool-Grabber
Security system for swimming pools
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Opposite camera installation
When the pool is large and the detector can not see through we can offer 2 or more camera solutions. A

rule is that if eyes can see with good contrast all over the area the detector will work. In good water we

can resolve 30 cm objects at 20-30 meter distance.

Areas and resolution
The detector is based on a camera and what the camera can view we can detect and make an alarm.

The camera needs over 1 Lux ambient light for safe operation. Pool lamps are OK at nights. The alarm

area is very thin and only a few cm at 10 meter distance. Anything coming into the sensing area will give

a sharp contrast and this is detected by the detector and its software. Contrast must be at least 50% to

the normal background.

The system needs no background to watch the area. If preferred we can offer a light tube to use as back

ground illumination and if so we can at least double the range

Double level detector system
Here there is a bottom detector and detector unit sensing what is laying on bottom.

Swimmers and surfaced objects do not cause an alarm

Surface detector alarm when something is in the pool like swimmers at surface.

As it can sense some inches under the surface it will not sense light weight floating

objects on the surface



Pool-Grabber
Security system for swimming pools

Technical Specifications Pool-Grabber security system

Camera unit
Camera CCD Camera with min. 420 TV lines resolution. Black and white image

Output PAL Standard

Sensitivity 0.05 Lux min. sensitivity

Target area must have min. 1 Lux for good operation ( evening )

Field of view Horizontal 90 degree if mounted in a corner of the pool

Vertical approximately 60 degree

Detection area 90 degree horizontal and about 1 degree vertical like a thin triangle

Max depth 10 meter for 12 months with no maintenance

Encapsulation Non corrosive for salt water operation and chlorine resistance materials

Dimensions Diameter 50 mm Length 350 mm

Cable Diameter max 10 mm Length 10 meter with rugged connector

Weight About 2 kg

Electronic unit
Cabinet IP 54 enclosure in stainless steel

Power supply 110 or 230 Volt AC max 100W in  separate unit far beside the pool area

Cabinet operates on 12/24 VDC by security reasons

Output for alarm Red alarm light on top of unit

Piezo buzzer min. 100 DB sound level

TFT Display 10,4 inch TFT LCD Screen

Camera view out put

For service and maintenance by expert only

Alarm electronics Image processing of preset areas by micro controller

Alarm levels The area of alarm can be preset by the electronics and operator interface

on the TFT monitor

Inputs Standard is 1 camera and options up to 4 cameras

On special demand up to 16 cameras

Options Web interface and IP address

Lan and W-Lan interfaces

Slave controllers and monitors for remote operation

Central unit for several cameras and pools

Mobile interface for life rescue staff walking in the area which is a alarm

and monitor unit so they can see what caused the alarm and where it

happened.
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